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These unique tables consist of 5D values of the Jacobian elliptic functions 
sn(w, k), cn(w, k), and dn(w, k), where w = u + iv, as functions of Jacobi's 
nome q, which equals exp (-7rK'/K), where K and K' are the quarter-periods (the 
complete elliptic integrals of the first kind of modulus k and of complementary 
modulus k', respectively). 

The range of parameters in the table is: q = 0.005(0.005)0.480, u/K = 0(0.1)1, 
and v/K' = 0(0.1)1. For larger values of q the authors give in the introduction 
approximations to the elliptic functions by circular and hyperbolic functions. 

These tables were computed on an IBM 7094 system by the method of modulus 
reduction based on Gauss's transformation. Essentially the same subroutine was 
used here as in the calculation of an earlier table [1] of Jacobian elliptic functions 
by the same authors. 

Reference should also be made to a manuscript table [2] of elliptic functions for 
complex arguments by these authors, which, however, has sin-l k for an argument 
in place of q. 
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Report ARL 65-180, Part 1, Aerospace Research Laboratories, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 
Ohio, September 1965. (See Math. Comp., v. 21, 1967, pp. 264-265, RMT 25.) 
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ms. deposited in UMT file. (See Math. Comp., v. 21, 1967, p. 508, RMT 65.) 

19 [7].-V. .M. BELIAKOV, R. I. KRAvTSOVA & M. G. RAPPAPORT, Tablitsy el- 
lipti5heski/h integralov, Tom II (Tables of Elliptic Integrals, Vol. II), Izdatel'stvo 
Akademii Nauk SSSR, Moscow, 1963, xii + 783 pp., 27 cm. Price 6 rubles, 18 
kopecks. 

This set of tables is a continuation of the systematic tabulation (without differ- 
ences) of the elliptic integral of the third kind fI (n, k2, O) to 7S which was carried 
out for negative values of the parameter n in the first volume [1]. In this second 
volume, n assumes nonnegative values; specifically, n = 0(0.1)1, 1.2, 1.5(0.5) 
5(1)10, 12, 15(5)40(10)100, while the ranges of k and 0 are the same as in the first 
volume; namely, k2 = 0(0.01)1 and 0 = 0?(1?)90?. 

To this main table of 728 pages there are appended six supplementary tables. 
The first four of these are of Tnf(k?, O) = Jf sin-2n a(l - k2 sin2 a)-' 2da for 
k2 = 0(0.01)1, 350 < q ? 900, e-350, and n = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. The pre- 
cision of these four tables is 7S, 5S, 3S and 2S, respectively. They are provided to 
facilitate the evaluation of 

IL (n, k2,) = f (1 + n sin2 a)-1(( - k2sin2 Co-1/2 

00 

= E (-1)m+1Tm"(k2 c1)nm 
rnz= 1 

where - = 350 and n > 100. 
The calculation of HI (n, k2, c) when 0? < 0 _ 350 and n > 100 can be effected 

by two series (according as k2 < 0.7 or k2 > 0.7) that involve, respectively, 
Am(+$) = J'o Sin2m ada and Rm(q) = fg tan2n a sec ada. These functions are tabu- 
lated to 8D or 8S in the first volume for m = 1(1)10 and m = 0(1)8, respectively. 
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A detailed discussion of these series appears in the Introduction to the present 
tables (pp. v-vi). 

The remaining two auxiliary tables consist, respectively, of sin X, cos +, 

= 0?(1?)90?, lOD; tan 0, cot 0, 0 = 00(10)900, llS and 12S; and of RIo 
ln tan (4/2 + -r/4), 4 = 00(10)890, 9D. 

Appended to the Introduction is a bibliography of 11 items, which, however, 
does not include a reference to the tables of Paxton & Rollin [2]. Moreover, since 
the publication of these Russian tables, Fettis & Caslin have calculated lOD tables 
of elliptic integrals of all three kinds [3]; however, therein the tabulation of the 
integral of the third kind is over a broader mesh in k and 4 and is restricted to 
-1 < n < 1, in contrast to the tables under review, which are by far the most 
elaborate of their kind calculated to date. 
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20 [9].-M. LAL, Decimal Expansion of Mersenne Primes, ms. of 19 pp., dated 
June 20, 1967, deposited in the UMT file. 

This manuscript contains the exact values in the decimal system of those 
thirteen known Mersenne primes Mp for which p > 100, calculated on an IBM 
1620 at Dalhousie University. 

A table is included which gives for each of these primes the frequency distribu- 
tion of the digits, with the corresponding x2 value, and the total number of digits. 
No significant departure from a random distribution of the digits can be inferred 
from this statistical analysis. 

The author notes in his introductory remarks that Sierpinski [1] gives the num- 
ber of digits in M1279 and M11213 incorrectly as 376 and 3381, respectively, instead 
of 386 and 3376. In addition, the present author has observed that Hardy & Wright 
[2] give the latter number incorrectly as 3375. 

For supplementary information the author refers the reader to papers by Gillies 
[3] and Uhler [4], [5]. 
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